
 Access Forest Church 
Accessibility Assessment and Proforma 

 

 

This accessibility assessment and proforma is aimed at informing yourself as a leader of a forest 
church about what issues might be encountered by people who wish to join your forest church 
sessions.  This might include people with children or those who feel less confident in walking off 
road as well as those with physical disabilities, sensory disabilities, learning disabilities and hidden 
disabilities.   The assessment is guided by the completion of simple tables which help you and your 
attendees to understand the physical environment. 

 
People with physical disabilities may use a wheelchair, a mobility scooter, a walking aid or an 
accompanying carer to provide stability and/or physical or emotional support.  People with learning 
disabilities may also require the use of mobility aids and an accompanying carer, to guide them 
around their chosen route. 

 
The most important aspect of this assessment is to understand the issues on the route and to 
hopefully find work arounds such as provision of assistance for low head clearances or alternative 
routes for sections which are inaccessible for some people.   

 

If the session is planning a walking route and it is completely inaccessible you will want to think 
about whether it is an appropriate location for your session and look at alternatives.  Or you could 
think about how you can provide a place for gathering at the start and end where those with access 
issues can experience forest church differently. 

  

Initial Assessment     Forest Church Name: 

Forest Church Session Location: 

Address/ Co-Ordinates: 

Date and time of session: 

Length of session: 

Leader(s) and Contact Phone: 

Is the access to the start point accessible?      Yes / No   

Is the gathering place accessible?       Yes / No 

Could people stay at the gathering place to experience forest church? Yes / No 

Are there resting places?      Yes / No 

Are there toilet facilities?      Yes / No 

Are there air quality issues?      Yes / No 
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Path Width Requirements 

The width of the paths on the route should be evaluated and made available beforehand to ensure 
that everyone knows what access issues there might be 

 

User Path width requirement  
(mm) 

Smallest path width:     mm 
Tick user requirements met 

pedestrian  700  

pedestrian with walking frame  900  

pedestrian with double walking sticks 950  

pedestrian with double push chair 1000  

pedestrian with long cane 1100  

pedestrian with guide dog 1100  

pedestrian with child  1200  

pedestrian guided by pedestrian 1200  

pedestrian guiding wheelchair user 1500  

manual wheelchair  700 (turning circle: 2000)  

power wheelchair 750 (turning circle: 2000)  

small mobility scooter  750 (turning circle: 2100)  

large mobility scooter  1000 (turning circle: 2500)  

 

 

Path Surface 

The surface of the paths on the route should be evaluated and made available beforehand to ensure 
that everyone knows what access issues there might be. 

 

Surface type Might be an access issue 
for: 

Present on 
the route? 

Alternative Route 
Available? 

Concrete/brick/paving    

Tarmac    

Compacted earth    

Timber    

Mown grass    

Loose earth/mud Wheelchair users   

Path constructed of loose gravel Wheelchair users   

Path constructed of loose stones Wheelchair users   

Sand Wheelchair users   

Woodchip Wheelchair users   

Pot holes present Wheelchair users/ Visually 
Impaired (VI) 

  

Occasional stones (< 1cm) Wheelchair users   

Occasional stones (1- 4.9cm) Wheelchair users   

Occasional stones (5 - 9.9cm) Wheelchair users/ VI   

Occasional stones (> 10cm) Wheelchair users/ VI   

Tree roots  Wheelchair users/ VI   
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Gradients and Cross Slope 

The gradient (up or down hill) and cross slope (angle of the path left to right) are both issues for 
accessibility; they should be evaluated and made available beforehand to ensure that everyone 
knows what access issues there might be 

 

Gradient Present? Alternative 
available? 

Cross Slope Present? Alternative 
available? 

0° - 3°   0° - 3°   

4° - 5°   4° - 5°   

>6°   >6°   

 

Obstacles 

Obstacles on the route should be evaluated and made available beforehand to ensure that everyone 
knows what access issues there might be 

 

Obstacle Present? Alternative available? 

Kissing gate   

Wheelchair accessible kissing gate   

Steps without handrail   

Steps with handrail   

Steps with ramp   

Ramp   

Gate (narrower than 800mm)   

Gate (wider than 800mm)   

Locked Gate   

Stile – step with handrail   

Stile – ladder style without handrail   

Cattle Grid    

Cattle Grid with path alongside   

 

Head Height 

Head clearance is particularly an issue with visual impairments who might be injured by low hanging 
branches for example, head height should be evaluated and made available beforehand to ensure 
that everyone knows what access issues there might be.  If low hanging branches are an issue then 
leaders can ensure that someone will be available to provide assistance where needed. 

 

Clear Head Height Tick  the minimum 
clearance on route 

Assistance available? 
Alternative possible? 

At least 2m head clearance   

1.5m-2m head clearance   

<1.5m head clearance   
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Resting Place 

It is helpful to know if there is a resting place available (or a couple along the route).  These might be 
a bench with a back rest and handrails, a simple wooden bench or even a fallen tree.  Having a place 
to rest can make a big difference in the ability of people to be able to attend if they live with medical 
needs or hidden disabilities involving fatigue or pain.  If resting places are not available then people 
can make an informed decision about attending or bringing their own seating. 

 

Resting Place Present?   Where? 

Bench with back and armrests   

Simple bench without back or armrests   

Fallen Tree: normal seat height   

Fallen Tree: low level   

 

 

Toilet Facilities 

Toilets are important both for standard toileting reasons but also if you need access to handwashing 
facilities for medical reasons, for example if you have a stoma or other medical devices.  It is 
important to be specific about what toilet facilities are available, again to allow people to plan. 

 

Toilet Facilities Present?   Where? 

Full toilet provision including 
wheelchair accessible toilets 

  

Toilet with handwashing   

Composting type toilet without basin   

No toilets   

 

 

Air Quality Issues 

Air quality can have a detrimental effect on people with hidden cardio-respiratory medical 
conditions.  It is important to note if you will be using Incense or a Firepit?   
Is the location affected by Industrial smoke?  A busy road?   
Is there a meadow or other area with high pollen likelihood at the date in questions?   

 

On the following page is a simple proforma summarising this assessment which can be provided 
easily for every session/route. 
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Forest Church Name: 
Forest Church Session Location: 

Date and time of session: 
Length of the session: 

Leader Name and Contact Phone: 

Is the meeting point accessible?        Yes / No  Is there disabled parking? Yes / No 

Which of these path types are experienced on the route? 
Concrete/Paving      Tarmac 
Compacted Earth      Loose earth/Mud  
Loose Gravel       Loose Stones 
Mown Grass       Timber  
Sand       Woodchip  
Other (specify eg path through a ford) 
 
What is the narrowest width of the path? 
<700mm 750-900mm  900mm-1m  1m-1.2m 1.5m+ 
 
Are these natural obstacles present on the path? 
Tree Roots      Pot Holes 
 
What is the angle of the steepest gradient on the route? 
0° - 3°   4° - 5°   6° or Greater 
 
What is the greatest angle of cross slope on the route? 
0° - 3°   4° - 5°   6° or Greater 
 
Are any of these items present on the route? 
Kissing Gate      Stile 
Wheelchair Accessible kissing gate   Mobility Accessible kissing gate 
Gate (wider than 81cm)     Gate (narrower than 80cm) 
Cattle Grid       Locked gate 
Steps (no handrail or ramp) 
Steps with ramp     Steps with handrail 
 

Is there a clear head height of at least 210cm along the length of the route?   
Yes / No 

Are there toilets facilities? 

Yes / No 

Are there resting places? 

Yes / No 

Might there be air quality issues? 

Yes / No 

 

Any other issues of note?  


